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 AUSTIN TX

The 2020 Riots.
Organized Mass violence.
Nationwide political terrorism by hard left militant extremists;
coordinated in 20 of the largest democrat controlled cities, including
Dallas, Houston, Austin, and even San Antonio.
Weeks and in some places months of mob rule lawlessness, of looting, of
burning, of mayhem, of getting people seriously hurt, critically
wounded, and even killed.
Mob rule is a dangerous and deadly menace to pubic safety.

In Austin Texas, we saw live streamed video of the Anti Fa and BLM
marxist factions mobbing in and attacking our state house, assaulting
the state police on guard duty there, attempting to snatch their
sidearms, vandalizing the building, then being repelled by force.
We saw violent mobs looting downtown, attacking city police and state
police at city hall, vandalizing the Austin police department
headquarters, mobbing IH35, even torching a car under the 7th street
IH35 bridge.
We saw the Mike Ramos Brigade loot the east side Target store; and three
Austn area gun stores were broken into, because you can't realize the
glorious communist Peaceful Protest revolution without stealing lots of
guns to use.
Then we saw Peaceful Protest rioters mobbing the intersection of 4th and
Congress, getting one of themselves killed assaulting a ride share driver.

The organized Mass Violence criminal activity has been weaponized by
Austin democrats to extort "Defund The Police", and the same thing is
coming soon in San Antonio,
The Mask has now fallen away entirely, revealing democrat criminal
lawlessness and corruption plainly for all to see.

Last legislative session democrats in the Texas house and senate
repeatedly insisted that "white supremacy" was The Problem, playing that
ruse to try to demand our bill of individual rights be cancelled.
When that ruse didn't work out, in 2020 now the answer is to escalate,
to mobilize revolutionary communist street thugs, Anti Fa, BLM, and the
Mike Ramos Brigade --formerly the Austin Red Guards-- to push to
legitimize mob rule, to cancel public safety, to farm MORE Mass Violence
for the sake of violence.

That is entirely unacceptable. Texas is better than that.

But the upside is that we have now clearly identified once and for all



what The Problem really is regarding Mass Violence, and Public Safety;
therefore,

No More Gun Control Disarmament.

Thanks.




